SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM REGULATION
Article 1 - Purpose of the Program
a. Enel has launched a project called “SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM”
(“Program”) through which it offers services to Enel suppliers active in areas of particular
strategic interest, identified on the basis of objective, transparent and transversal criteria.
The Program aims to reinforce the supply chain and to create conditions for their growth,
development and competitiveness in line with Enel’s objectives and sustainability values.
The supply chain is considered by Enel to be a strategic engine and a valuable tool for
mutual growth capable of generating the best added value in terms of environmental,
quality, economic efficiency, sustainability and social impact, also providing new
opportunities for the supplier market and promoting growth in terms of sizing and growth
in other business (“Enel Objectives”).
Article 2 - Access to the Program
a. The Program is aimed at all suppliers operating in product categories of strategic interest
to Enel, and will be implemented in the geographies of interest to Enel in different time
phases based on Enel’s priorities.
b. Suppliers operating in product categories of strategic interest to Enel, in order to be
admitted to the Program, must meet the requirements set out in Annex I. Taking into
account its own Objectives, Enel reserves the right to update the list of product categories
of strategic interest and the requirements for access to the Program set out in Annex I
over time - giving adequate notice to suppliers - including on the basis of Enel’s
sustainability and innovation objectives.
c. Suppliers meeting the above requirements (“Selected Suppliers”) will receive an email
notification providing details of the Program.
d. Within one month of receipt of such notice, selected Suppliers interested in being admitted
to the Program will be required to give express notice via email (the “Access”). By
accessing the Program, the selected Supplier fully accepts these Terms and Conditions
including the Attachments.
e. Once this term has expired without the selected Supplier having expressed interest in the
Program, Enel will exclude the selected Supplier from the Program. It is understood that
the selected Supplier will in any case have the opportunity to be readmitted to the Program
and will receive a new access notice if, on the occasion of the subsequent periodic
verifications referred to in Article 2.g., it is in possession of the aforementioned access
requirements.
f. Selected Suppliers which, with this Access, join the Program (“Participating Suppliers”),
will be able to access a range of services at favourable conditions from an economic point
of view and/or regarding access to the service, as further specified in Attachment II (the
“Service Portfolio”). Enel reserves the right to periodically update and integrate the
Service Portfolio.
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g. Compliance with the requirements for access to the Program will be verified periodically
(every 6 months) and new Suppliers may be selected to access the Program if they have
met the requirements established at the time of the periodic evaluation. Enel reserves the
right to increase the frequency of such periodic assessment.

Article 3 - Implementation methods of the Program
a. Access to the Program by participating Suppliers is free of charge.
b. Access to the Program and services remains an exclusive discretionary act of the
participating Supplier, which may activate one or more services. In particular, Access to
the Program does not entail any obligation for the participating Supplier to activate the
services provided in the Service Portfolio.
c. The details of the service portfolio will be communicated to the participating Suppliers (e.g.
by email / published on the Supplier Portal).
d. The services listed in Annex II will be provided in favour of the participating Suppliers by
certain partners (“Partners”) and regulated by contractual relations concluded exclusively
between the participating Supplier and the Partner. For access to certain services, the
Partners reserve the right to evaluate, at their discretion, whether or not to offer the relative
service, therefore, the participating Supplier shall have no claims against Enel in the event
of failure to sign the contract with the Partner.
e. With Access to the Program, the participating Supplier expressly authorises Enel, where
applicable, to transfer certain information to the Partners on Enel’s availability relating to
the Participating Supplier, including analyses, evaluations and reports drawn up by Enel
in the context of the Supplier selection and/or supply contract management activities, as
well as data (where available) on the status of the invoices issued by the Participating
Supplier and on the relative payments by Enel, in order to allow the Partners to prepare a
possible quotation.
f. With the Access to the Program, the Participating Supplier agrees to be contacted directly
by
the
Partner
for
an
illustration
of
the
services
offered.
Enel does not represent the Partners, nor does it offer itself as guarantor, nor can it be
held responsible, in the event of loss or damage caused by the service signed by the
supplier with the partner. Any concession and the relative conditions of the financial
services by the Partners will be at the total and unquestionable discretion of the Partners
themselves. Enel cannot be considered as an agency in financial activity and credit
mediation pursuant to art. 128 quater and 128 sexies of the legislative decree 385 of
September 1, 1993 (TUB).
g. The provision of the services shall in any case take place under the same conditions,
guaranteeing equal treatment between the suppliers belonging to the same Enel business
line (i.e. I&N, Enel X, Power Gen) operating in the same supply category (i.e.
works/services or materials).
h. The cost of the services, at the conditions proposed by the Partners, will be borne by the
Participating Supplier.
i. On the basis of Enel’s Objectives aimed at strengthening the supply chain of its Suppliers,
for certain services Enel reserves the right to partially bear the cost of the service in place
of the Suppliers, guaranteeing equal treatment between the Participating Suppliers of the
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j.

same Enel business line operating in the same supply category. In the absence of Enel’s
contribution, the Participating Supplier will in any case have access to the conditions
proposed by the Partners, without prejudice to what is specified in Article 3.d.
Taking into account the purpose of the Program aimed at the growth and development of
Enel’s Suppliers, Enel reserves the right, at its discretion, to ask the Supplier which has
activated at least one service for feedback on the degree of satisfaction with the way the
service is provided by the partner.

Article 4 - Exclusion from the Program
a. The permanence of the suppliers participating in the above selection requirements will be
verified every 6 months, except for a higher evaluation frequency as indicated in Article
2.g above. If the Supplier is found to fail to meet these requirements twice in a row, the
Supplier will be excluded from the Program and will therefore no longer have access to
the Service Portfolio. It is understood that the Supplier will be able to access the Program
again in the event that it returns to meet the requirements for access to the Program.
b. Enel may order the exclusion of the Supplier from the Program in the event of a
determined failure by the Supplier to comply with the obligations set forth in the active
contracts with the companies of the Enel Group or in the event of proven conduct likely
to harm Enel’s image.
In addition, Enel will monitor the Supplier's dependence on Enel as an incidence of the
turnover achieved with Enel on the overall turnover of the Supplier. In this regard, Enel
reserves the right to introduce a criterion aimed at incentivizing suppliers, who exceed a
certain dependency threshold, to reduce it among the requirements for permanence
within the Program. Enel reserves the right to communicate the significant threshold
value for this purpose.
c. In the event of termination for serious breach by the Supplier of the active contracts with
the companies of the Enel Group or in the event of suspension of the Supplier from the
Enel qualification system, Enel will proceed with the exclusion of the Supplier from the
Program and reserves the right to proceed with the recovery of the contribution referred
to in Article 3.i.
d. The exclusion from the Program will determine the impossibility for the participating
Supplier to use the services at the conditions provided by the Partners for the participating
Suppliers only. It is understood that such exclusion from the Program will have no effect
on any contractual relationship already existing between the participating Supplier and the
Partner at the time of exclusion unless otherwise agreed between the participating
Supplier and the Partner.
e. In the event of exclusion, Enel shall in any case and for no reason whatsoever be liable
for any damage resulting from exclusion from the Program.
Article 5 - Processing of personal data
a. In addition to what is already indicated in the privacy policy contained in the Rules for the
use of online services available on the Enel Group’s Global Procurement Portal, Enel
Global Services Srl, as Data Controller, informs you that:
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a. the processing of personal data (such as, for example: name, surname, email etc.)
of the contact persons indicated by the Supplier is necessary to allow participation
in the development Program;
b. such data, in case of joining the Program, will be communicated to the Partners
participating in the project and will be used by them to offer the relevant Services.
The Supplier declares that it has adequately informed its employees designated as
contact persons and that it processes personal data in accordance with Article 6 of the
GDPR and that it has a valid legal basis for data processing.

Article 6 - Communications
a. Any communication related or connected to the Program must be made by email to the
following dedicated email address:
Info.supplierdevelopmentprogram@enel.com
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ATTACHMENT I - PROGRAM ACCESS REQUIREMENTS
The following access requirements are valid for suppliers participating in tenders involving Italian
companies of the Enel group. The requirements valid for suppliers operating in other areas of
interest to Enel will be published later.
GBL

Works /
materials

Area*

Trade product
category

MV/LV

LELE05

Primary substations

LESC01

Meter replacement

LEII10 ONLY

Materials

FECA03, FECA12
FTTE05
FSCR06
FERP03
FETR05, FETR15
FEQE06
FECN04
FEIN15, FEIN17

B2C - Home

SPCL03

B2B - Industry

LEII15

Public lighting

LEIL08

Electric mobility

MERV01, LEII01

Materials

Materials

FEII05
FEQE28
FERV02
FEII09
FPHM01
FPHM02
FEER03

Materials

Materials

FMTR01

Hydroelectric O&M

FMGE13
LIOP02

Renewables
(solar, wind)

LCCC12
LCCC21
LEII03
LEII06
LEII09
LESC02

Geothermal

LCCC05
MMIM22
LCCC18
SPPT01
SLPI06
SLTR28
LMIS03
SRTS21

Thermoelectric (coal)

LCCC12
LEII09
LMGE10
MMIM01
MMPI02
SRTS18

Materials

Revenues

Supplier
status

Qualification

Participants in
tenders in the
last 5 years

Qualified

Power
Gen.

Works

Thermoelectric (gas)

Other SPM
indicators***

Other criteria

CSI Last
12 months
≥ 75

Works

EnelX

Safety
(only Works)

Active suppliers

All

or
Monthly
CSI ≥ 75 in
the last 3
months

CP ≥ 75
CQ ≥ 75
EC ≥ 75

≤ 250 €M
Qualified

Participants in
tenders in the
last 5 years

All

or**
Frequency
Index <
Product
category
average

CHRC ≥ 75
or*
No contractual
penalties

or**
No major
accidents

Presence of local
labour at coal-fired
plants
Qualified

LCCC12
LEII09
LMGE10
MMIM01

Note:
*) In case of Consortia 1) services are refferred to consortium legal entity (training services can be extended to the companies that take part of the consortium if the
SPM requirements are respected) 2) Single companies of consortium can partecipate themself if they are active and respect Program requirements
**) in case of unavailability of previous data
***) All Supplier Performance Management (SPM) indicators, available for suppliers of the same Enel business line (i.e. I&N, Enel X, Power Gen) operating in the same
supply category (i.e. works or materials), must be above the threshold indicated. Where some indicators are not available, a subset of them will be used
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Product group
LELE05
LESC01
LEII10 ONLY
FECA03
FECA12
FTTE05
FSCR06
FERP03
FETR05
FETR15
FEQE06
FECN04
FEIN15
FEIN17
SPCL03
LEII15
LEIL08
MERV01
LEII01
FEII05
FEQE28
FERV02
FEII09
FPHM01
FPHM02
FEER03
FMTR01
FMGE13
LIOP02
LCCC12
LCCC21
LEII03
LEII06
LEII09
LESC02
LCCC05
MMIM22
LCCC18
SPPT01
SLPI06
SLTR28
LMIS03
SRTS21

Description
Works for MV and LV electrical distribution systems
Electrical, electromechanical and building works for complete primary substations
Meter replacement (includes only qualified suppliers LEII10 that have not taken part in LELE05 in the last 5 years)
LV cables insulated with elastomers up to 1kV
MV cables insulated with elastomers maximum voltage Um 36 kV
Equipment for remote control of secondary substations
Integrated measuring units (electricity meters), low voltage concentrators and after-meter equipment
Protection and control panels and devices
HV/MV transformers for primary cabins and production plants (HV/MV and MV/MV) with max. power 300 MVA / 220
kV
MV/LV transformers in oil for secondary cabins
Prefabricated equipment with metal casing for sorting / switching / interruption of the MV network
Bare electrical conductors for HV and/or MV overhead lines
MV gas switches (sf6)
MV vacuum interrupters
Installation services for energy efficiency products and technical services for energy efficiency
Rooftop photovoltaic systems - supply and installation
Works for public and artistic lighting installations
Maintenance of electric vehicle charging columns
Installation of electric vehicle charging columns
Lighting materials and accessories
Solar inverters and accessories
Supply and service of electric vehicle charging stations for floor and/or wall installation
Street lighting equipment
Large household appliances
Smart home: products and services
Photovoltaic modules for terrestrial applications
Rotating hydraulic machinery for hydroelectric plants (turbines, reversible turbines and pumps)
Sluice gates and control systems
Construction and maintenance of tunnels, channels and hydraulic works
Civil works for electrical installations
Civil works for the construction of wind farms
Works for the construction of electrical installations
Construction of photovoltaic plants
Electrical installations
Electrical stations - electrical and electromechanical assemblies
Construction and renovation of industrial buildings
Maintenance service for mechanical components of geothermal power plants and drilling rigs
Construction and renovation of roads, bridges and viaducts
Chemical-physical analysis and specialised studies and studies
Maintenance of green areas in the industrial sector
Transport and maintenance of goods / materials and porterage
Thermal insulation and refractory coatings
Transport / disposal / recovery of non-hazardous special waste
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LMGE10
MMIM01
MMPI02
SRTS18

Mechanical installation of pipelines and equipment for thermoelectric plants
Non-specialist mechanical maintenance
Industrial cleaning and washing
Transportation and disposal of ashes

Access requirements
CSI
Frequency Index
CP
CQ
CE
CHRC

Description
Contractor Safety Index - synthetic performance indicator on safety
Safety performance indicator based on number of accidents
Punctuality performance indicator
Quality performance indicator
Environmental performance indicator
Human rights and fairness performance indicator
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ATTACHMENT II - PORTFOLIO OF SERVICES
The Service Portfolio may include, by way of example, access to financial services, managerial
and technical training and consulting services at favourable conditions from an economic point
of view and/or regarding access to the service.
The details of the individual services will be published later.
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